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What’s the matter? 



What’s the matter?



จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้

✓ บอกความหมายค าศัพท์ได้

✓ อ่านข้อความแล้วจับใจความส าคัญได้



Scramble 

Words

Activity



A K A H E C B C

BACKACHE



A R E O O T T H R S

SORE THROAT



Y N N E S N U O R

RUNNY NOSE



M H S A A T

ASTHMA



E S S L E A M

MEASLES



G R E E O K N B L

BROKEN LEG



H S R A

RASH



T R A H M S A I T P

PHARMACIST



Vocabulary



allergy
condition that makes 
a person become sick 
or develop skin or 
breathing problems



blood pressure

a measure of the pressure 
at which the blood flows 
through the body



braces

a set of wires attached 
to a person’s teeth 



bruise

mark where the skin is 
darker in color



disabled
not having one or more of the physical or 
mental abilities that most people have



fever

medical condition in which the body temperature 
is higher than usual



headache

a pain you feel inside your head



measles

an infectious disease that produces small, red 
spots all over the body



pregnant
having a baby developing 
inside the womb



sunburn

red, painful skin that 
feels hot to the touch 



Worksheet 53.1
Matching



Let’s check the answer



Vocabulary
________1. allergy
________2. blood pressure
________3. braces
________4. bruise
________5. disabled
________6. fever
________7. headache
________8. measles
________9. pregnant
________10. sunburn



bruise
a. mark where 
the skin is 
darker in color



feverb. medical condition 
in which the body 
temperature is 
higher than usual



measlesc. an infectious 
disease that 
produces small, 
red spots all over 
the body



blood 
pressure

d. a measure of 
the pressure at 
which the blood 
flows through 
the body



headache

e. a pain you feel 
inside your head



braces

f. a set of wires 
attached to 
a person’s teeth 



sunburng.a condition in which 
your skin is sore and 
red because you have 
spent too long in the 
strong heat of the sun



allergyh. condition that 
makes a person 
become sick 
or develop skin or 
breathing problems



pregnant

i. having a baby 
developing inside 
the womb



disabledj. not having one 
or more of the 
physical or mental 
abilities that most 
people have



Let’s practice



Complete the sentences



1. My aunt should 
be  more careful, 
she’s always 
stressed because 
of her work  so her 
____________is 
too high.

blood pressure 



2. My mother is 
________but we 
don’t know if it’s 
a boy or a girl,  
a little brother or 
sister for me. 

pregnant



3. Mike spent all 
afternoon under the 
sun on the beach and 
now he is suffering  of 
a terrible________.sunburn



4. Since her teeth 
are not really in line ,  
she will have her 
_______for two 
years at least.
braces



5. After her terrible 
car accident, which 
broke her spine, 
Sally became 
_______.disabled



6. 40° C!!! You’ve got 
such a ______, we 
should call the doctor 
immediately!

fever



7.I can’t work 
anymore, I have such 
a horrible ________!
Someone is playing the 
drums  in my head.

headache



8. She banged 
herself on a door 
and now she has an 
ugly ________on 
her arm.

bruise



9. Look at all those 
pimples all over her 
body, poor Kate 
suffering 
from________.measles



10.Spring and pollens, 
oh god here comes 
my _______again!!allergy



Idiom for today

black-and-blue
bruised, showing signs 
of having been 
physically harmed



Run to the 

teacher 

Activity


